Why Work with the News Media

News coverage about the University of Iowa helps others learn about your projects
or accomplishments and creates support for your missions. Letting others know
about the good things that you're doing also contributes to the reservoir of goodwill
that exists among Iowans, ·alumni and friends. That translates into support that
strengthens our ability to accomplish our missions of teaching, research and service.
There is no more efficient way to communicate your accomplishments to the general
public than through the news media. Of course, as a public institution, we have an
obligation to share information with the public, in good times and in bad. But for the
most part, the UI-including individual faculty members, researchers, staff and
students-and our programs all benefit from working with the news media.
Working with the media can pay dividends in many ways:
•

People who would benefit from support programs, educational opportunities or
advances in medical care can take advantage of these new services;

•

Publicity may lead to productive collaboration, both within and outside of the
university, which is an essential component of many scientific ad vancements or
program success;

•

Any time a research story appears, there's a chance that alumni and other
contributors, venture capitalists and government agencies may want to know
more about your project and how they can contribute;

•

Your family, friends and colleagues will read about you;

•

Most of your interviews with the news media will be easy and enjoyable because
you have interesting information or special knowledge to share with the public.

Basic Tips for Working with the News Media
What to do when a reporter calls
Ask questions first. Before you agree to do an interview, ask a few questions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who is the reporter and which news outlet does he or she represent?
What is the topic of the interview and the angle of the story?
How long will the interview last?
What is the reporter's deadline?
Will the interview be taped or live?
Will anyone else be involved in the interview?
If the interview is for radio or television, will the audience ask questions?

Collect your thoughts. Even if you are eager to do an interview with a reporter, don't
do it if they call unexpectedly or if you're feeling unprepared. Ask them if you can
call back in 10 or 15 minutes. Then use that time to think about what you will say.

